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the pastoral responsibility of St Marys Lydiard Tregoze, 
our parish neighbours being St Bartholomew & All Saints, Royal Wotton Bassett 
 
In Bincknoll Lane at 
[SU097810] there is a 
boundary stone on the east 
verge near the stile on the 
public footpath. The boundary 
follows then right hand (east) 
hedgerow NNW along 
Bincknoll Lane. 
 
At [SU095814] the line of the 
road kinks to the west as it 
goes over the course of the 
disused canal. At this point the 
boundary continues on the 
original line following a visible 
hedge line for some of the way rejoining the road just North of the bridge as it 
straightens onto the original line again. There is a boundary stone on the east side of 
the lane on top of the bridge. 
 
The boundary continues NNW along Bincknoll Lane on the right hand / east side 
following the line of the hedgerow the hedge line gets further and further from the 
current line of the road, until at the south side of the railway bridge [SU092819] the 
parish boundary and the hedge are some 10m to the east of the roadside. The 
boundary heads to the south side of the railway. The civil parish boundary continues 
up the lane, as did our parish boundary until 1973. It now turns right along the line of 
the edge of the railway cutting. There is a public footpath here but when we walked it 
was waterlogged and very overgrown. The boundary goes east until [SU096820], 
where it turns north and crosses the railway line. There is no way for people to safely 
cross the railway at this point, the road bridge is obviously preferable. We crossed 
the railway on the Bincknoll Lane bridge and continued NNW to [SU091821] and 
turned right onto the public footpath and headed west alongside Paradise Farm. 
 

At [SU096821] we 
rejoined the line of the 
boundary (there clearly 
used to be a pedestrian 
level crossing on the 
boundary line, the track 
leading from it is evident, 
but the crossing is closed) 
We turned left onto the 
boundary line and headed 
north across a field on a 
public footpath to an 
obvious field boundary 
gap, then up the field 
edge of a second field to 
gain Swindon Road 
A3102. 
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At Swindon road 
[SU096828] we and the 
boundary turned left to 
head west on the grass 
verge. There is a 
milestone (marked on 
OS maps) at 
[SU095828]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We continued on the 
grass verge on the north 
side of Swindon Road to 
Sally Pussey’s Inn at 
[SU089828], the 
boundary here may be on 
the south side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The end of the first day of perambulation, at 6:31pm, after 9 hours and 31 minutes of 
perambulation, and 18.7 miles having been covered, some of the party retired to the 
bar of Sally Pussey’s Inn 
 
Thanks to the management and staff at Sally Pussey’s Inn (and the staff at Arkells 
Brewery) 
 


